Factory Schools
Destroying indigenous people in the name of education

"Whoever controls the education of our children controls our future"

Wilma Mankiller Cherokee, U.S.
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Introduction

“I looked outside, my mom was flailing her arms, and she must have been crying, and I see my dad grabbing her, and I was wondering why, why my mom was struggling.”

Lynda Pahpasay McDonald was only five years old when she was taken from her Ojibwe family and sent to one of Canada’s notorious Indian Residential Schools.

Over 6,000 children died in Canada’s Residential Schools – that’s one child in every 25 who attended these institutions. Survivors and their families remain traumatized to this day, suffering high rates of mental illness, addiction, and suicide. Similar schools have had devastating impacts on indigenous peoples across the Americas, Russia and Australasia.

It seems inconceivable that such schools could exist today, yet right now there are thousands of them across Africa, Asia and Latin America. Like the brutal boarding schools that existed in the U.S., these “Factory Schools” aim to “reprogram” tribal children to conform to the dominant society. This systematic cultural erasure masquerading as education damages millions of children, their families and communities worldwide.

Many tribal children in Factory Schools are today suffering emotional, physical, and sexual abuse and the loss of family and community life. But there is another way: When indigenous education is in indigenous hands, children, families and tribes can explore their potential together and flourish.

Survival International is campaigning to end Factory Schooling and give tribal children the education and future they deserve, under their control.

The education system does not ask us how our children should be taught and it gives us no way of influencing their lives anymore... Soon we will all be gone, and they will have become confused children, and their children will find themselves to be people without a history... This process is happening, and this is a dangerous education.1

James Tshabu Morris, Ncoakhoe Bushman Botswana

The present schooling system is destroying our society; we only have 10 or 15 years left until our children are no longer part of our society.2

Sona Nondruka, Kondh India
Historic Factory Schooling
Historic Factory Schooling

Residential schools for indigenous children first appeared in North America in the 1600s with the arrival of Christian missionaries. By the late 1800s, it had become government policy to remove children from their families for schooling in Canada, the U.S., Australia and New Zealand.

In the U.S. and Canada, demand for cheap labor was a driving force behind “civilizing” and “educating” “Indians,” as was “pacifying” them to decrease resistance to colonialization. In Kamloops Indian Residential School in Canada, for example, children’s schooling only lasted two hours. The rest of the day was spent in religious instruction or agricultural training (for boys) and domestic training (for girls). The school had to raise much of its own funds from the labor of the children. It even made a profit in some years.

In Australia, two overt aims of the policy were to segregate Aboriginal people from “white” Australia, and to train up Aboriginal children to be “useful” as domestic and farm workers. School was seen as a one-way trip: Children were taken from their homes, never really to return.

Children were often taken by force, and draconian laws enabled this to happen legally. Officials choked off supplies to tribal communities and arrested elders to quell resistance.

The unimaginable trauma that this system caused to individual children, their families, and their tribes has left a legacy which is still painfully raw in many communities, manifesting in high rates of depression and suicide, alcohol and substance abuse.

This model of forced residential schooling was exported across much of the colonized world.

In India, British colonists also used schooling as a tool to control and “pacify” tribal peoples. For the Great Andamanese, residential schooling was especially fatal. In 1858 there were around 5,000 Great Andamanese under the “protection” of the British Empire. The British established the Andaman Home – a residential home and school – to “pacify,” educate and “civilize” the tribe. Of 150 children born there, none survived past their third birthday. By 1970, the tribe numbered just 23 people who were dependent on government handouts to survive.
In Africa, French colonial administrations kept close control of schooling, ensuring all teaching was in French and conducted by government-certified teachers. This situation continues today in the overseas regions of France. In the rainforests of French Guiana, the national curriculum is taught exactly the same way as it is in metropolitan Paris. There is no allowance for the cultural or linguistic differences of the Amerindian population.

Once free of colonial rule, newly independent governments largely maintained existing schooling systems. Most former French colonies still use French as the only language in primary schools and, as we will see later in this report, the residential school model is still widely used in India and beyond today.

The night of the sword and the bullet was followed by the morning of the chalk and the blackboard. The physical violence of the battlefield was followed by the psychological violence of the classroom... The bullet was the means of physical subjugation. Language was the means of spiritual subjugation.\(^7\)

Ngugi wa Thiong’o, Kikuyu Kenya
Killing the child

America's first and “model” residential school, the Carlisle Indian Industrial School, had the explicit aim to “kill the Indian and save the man.” It sought to destroy all that was “savage” in the children and mold profoundly different, “civilized” people. It destroyed lives: 186 children from 50 Nations were buried in the school cemetery; thousands of survivors were traumatized.

The Carlisle model was considered so effective that it was expanded across North America. By 1926, 83% of indigenous children in the U.S. were in residential schools, suffering experiences remarkably similar to those of indigenous children across the colonized world – from the Sami of Northern Europe, to the Aboriginal peoples of Australia. Schools took away the child’s identity: cutting their hair, changing their names, imposing an alien religion, language and world-view.

Churches and states claimed they were alleviating poverty and hunger. Yet, ironically, where poverty and hunger were rife, it was as a result of contact, colonialism, land theft and forced assimilation. For example, in Peru, the Catholic Church forced Arakmbut children into Spanish-language residential schooling in the 1950s – after decimation by imported diseases.

Conditions varied, but there were high levels of sickness and death in many schools, largely caused by poor food and sanitation. Tuberculosis was a major killer. Some schools were designed with cemeteries, as deaths were so common. Canada’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) concluded half the schoolchildren died in the early years of the system, and 6,000 children died in total. One school had a death rate of 69% over one decade. Children were often dead and buried before their parents were informed – denying grieving families even the right to treat their child’s body according to their customs. Those who tried to run away often died before reaching their families due to extreme weather and great distances.

Abuse was rife in these residential schools. Corporal punishment (including tarring and feathering, beating and forcing older children to whip younger ones), emotional bullying and sexual abuse have all been widely reported. Little children who lost continence through fear would have their faces rubbed in their own waste; bedwetters would be paraded with wet sheets on their heads. 38,000 claims of physical, sexual and emotional abuse have been submitted to the TRC in Canada.
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1:2
ratio of children who died in the early years of Canada’s residential schools

6,000
number of children who died in Canada’s residential schools 1883-1996

38,000
the number of registered claims of physical, sexual or emotional abuse suffered in Canadian residential schools

83%
percentage of school-aged Indigenous children in boarding schools in the USA by 1926
Dividing the family

Children in residential schools had little or no contact with their parents and wider family, and so grew up without any of the social learning they would have had in their home communities. They had no experience of parenting that they could then call on as parents themselves, and none of the education they would have received at home about how to live in their communities.

In Australia, for example, authorities tried to stop contact completely and permanently, often telling children that they were taken because their parents abused, abandoned or mistreated them. Frantic parents were denied even written contact with their children.

Elders were denied any authority or responsibility over their children. The state assumed all the power. Children were beaten if they spoke their mother tongue, and hence returned home unable to communicate with their community. They were subjugated into believing that their tribal ways and beliefs were “savage” and “evil.” The bonds between the generations were severely damaged, which had profound and long-lasting implications on the communities affected.

The destruction of the family was an explicit aim of this Factory Schooling. Even when this type of schooling was stopped, family-destroying policies have continued in Australia, the U.S. and Canada where social services and criminal processes remove children from indigenous families and incarcerate them at rates far higher than non-indigenous children.

“When the school is on the reserve the child lives with its parents, who are savages; he is surrounded by savages, and though he may learn to read and write his habits, and training and mode of thought are Indian. He is simply a savage who can read and write.

“Indian children should be withdrawn as much as possible from the parental influence, and the only way to do that would be to put them in central training industrial schools where they will acquire the habits and modes of thought of white men.”

John A. MacDonald, 1st Prime Minister of Canada, 1883
There's beauty in our traditional ways. There's honor, honesty — no lies, no judgment, no exaggeration. No one can tell you what is good or bad. That's where the Church confused a lot of our people, conditioning them to think the traditional way of prayer was evil, the devil's way. And if you didn't believe them, they'd beat you.

Sherwyn Zephier, Yankton Sioux US

Destroying the tribe

Factory Schooling threatened the existence of whole tribes, as children were robbed of the songs, stories and skills that rooted them to their culture and land. They were often taught to despise their cultural heritage, and were denied the experiences and connections that enabled them to function as full members of their tribe. Even when they returned from residential school, state control continued: Lakota children, for example, were forbidden from participating in tribal dances when on leave from the notorious Carlisle School.

There were three specific ways in which residential schooling explicitly tried to destroy tribes: by missionizing children, by forbidding them from speaking in their mother tongues, and by working to fundamentally change their way of life.

Missionizing

Some missionizing schools saw tribal children as “empty vessels” into which they could pour Christian teachings and values, and belittled indigenous religions as “superstitions.” Others considered the children’s native religion as evil and in need of exorcizing. Salesian mission schools in Brazil pressured the Xavante to abandon their spirits, their rites and their communal ways of living and sought the “death of their beliefs and sins.”

In the Rio Negro, the Salesians “initiated campaigns of defamation and ridicule” against the shamans, and so terrified them with visions of hell that they did not pass sacred knowledge on to their children. Yanomami were shown images of Yanomami-like people burning in pits of fire to intimidate them into accepting protestant missionizing. Similar images were shown to Aboriginal children in Australia and Canada.

Language

In many schools, children were forbidden from using their mother tongue and beaten if they did not obey. In Norway, laws were passed in the late 1800s which made it illegal to speak Sami languages in schools, and these laws were only fully rescinded in 1959. In Sweden, Sami languages were forbidden until the 1970s.

This policy robbed children of their first languages and stopped...
them being able to talk with their families. Hundreds of languages have gone extinct as a result. At the beginning of colonization in Australia there were an estimated 250 languages, each with several dialects. 160 of these languages have been declared extinct; some experts estimate that as few as 20 will survive.26

There was a strong link between language and religion: Indigenous languages were seen as “dirty” or “evil” in Christian schools in Canada and Australia. In Alaska, Presbyterian missionary S. Hall Young stated in the 1880s:

“We should let the old tongues with their superstition and sin die, the sooner the better, and replace these languages with that of Christian civilization, and compel the natives in all our schools to talk English and English only. Thus we would soon have an intelligent people who would be qualified to be Christian citizens.”27

The intended impact of this policy was to undermine the future of the tribe completely.

Way of life

Schools also aimed to profoundly change the ways in which tribal people lived, especially communal ownership and living. Church and state schools tried to create “private citizens” by preaching the importance of private property and the accumulation of wealth – part of a wider “divide and conquer” strategy.

Missions and governments in South America would attempt to “lure” Indians and “tame” them by first building a school at an outpost. Through the school they would aim to “civilize” the children and make them “good citizens,” loyal to the state.

In Labrador, Canada, Innu families were paid a monthly welfare allowance in order to sever the community’s link with the land and generate dependence on the national economy. One priest withheld this allowance if families failed to send their children to school.29

And at the end, I understood, and she told me, “That’s a dirty language, that’s the devil that speaks in your mouth, so we had to wash it because it’s dirty.”24

A Pierrette Benjamin, Innu Canada

They used to tell us not to talk that language, that it’s devil’s language. And they’d wash our mouths with soap. We sorta had to sit down with Bible language all the time. So it sorta wiped out all our language that we knew.25

Aboriginal residential school survivor Australia
Leaving a devastating legacy

The damage done by residential schools does not stop with their closure, or when children leave. A devastating legacy has been left in all communities that lost children to forced residential schooling.

In 2008, Canada established a Truth and Reconciliation Commission to address this issue. It showed that these schools, and the policies behind them, have not only deeply damaged the individuals who attended them but also the families they were taken from and the families that have been raised since. It concluded:

“That policy was dedicated to eliminating Aboriginal peoples as distinct political and cultural entities and must be described for what it was: a policy of cultural genocide.”

A study into the high rates of suicide among indigenous Canadians concluded:

“The institutional violence and sexual abuse that were pervasive throughout the history of the residential school system have been linked to much of the current suffering in Aboriginal communities. Central to this violence was the active suppression of Aboriginal culture and heritage that Aboriginal children were forced to endure at residential schools. Some scholars have concluded that cultural suppression was so severe at residential schools that it should more appropriately be examined within the frame of genocide.”

Aboriginal people in Australia talk of the “Stolen Generations”: The children who were removed from their families between the 1890s and the 1970s, and the subsequent generations who are living with the legacy of that damage. Aboriginal children are still being removed from their homes at 10 times the rate of non-Aboriginal Australian children and thousands still attend residential schools far from home, where they experience racism and cultural dislocation.

My God, the pain and abuse and spiritual confusion out there in Indian Country is horrific. The effect of those infamous residential schools is spreading through successive generations like wild fire. Lives are being destroyed daily. Suicide, sexual abuse, physical abuse, and spiritual confusion are pandemic... What other group in Canada was brought up minus their parents, languages, and cultures?... It's something we will never recover from, only survive.

Gilbert Oskaboose, Serpent River First Nation Canada
A portrayal of pain and horror

This painting by R G Miller represents the trauma and abuse he suffered at the Mohawk Institute in the 1950s-60s.

The artist was taken from his home on the Six Nations Mohawk Reserve at the age of two.
Colonial governments tried various experiments with “re-educating” indigenous children.

The Danish government, with the involvement of Save the Children and the Danish Red Cross, conducted a high-profile experiment in the 1950s, taking 22 Inuit children from Greenland and sending them to Denmark for re-education.

After only a year, the children were confused, traumatized and dislocated from their families, traditions, language and identities.

Sixteen of the children were then taken back to Greenland, but after a brief meeting with their families they were taken to a children’s home, where they remained until age 16 and were forbidden from speaking their first language. The remaining six were adopted by Danish families.

The impact of the “experiment” was devastating for the children. One survivor, Helene Thiesen, explained: “Some of them became homeless and some just broke down. They lost their identity and they lost their ability to speak their mother tongue and with that, they lost their sense of purpose in life.”

When the ship docked in Nuuk, I grabbed my little suitcase and rushed down the bridge into the arms of my mum. And I talked and talked about all that I had seen. But she didn’t answer. I looked up at her in confusion. After a while she said something but I couldn’t understand what she was saying. Not a word. I thought, “This is awful. I can’t speak with my mother any more.” We spoke two different languages.

Helene Thiesen, Inuit One of the 22 children in the experiment, Canada

When we look at what happened, it was a clear violation of children’s fundamental rights. There’s hardly a rule that hasn’t been broken here. Their well-being was set aside in favor of a project.

Mimi Jacobsen Secretary general of Save the Children, Denmark

Case study 1
Denmark’s experiment on Inuit children leaves them totally alienated from their parents
Case study 2
One child’s experiences of a Canadian residential school

“The first day there was a bus going around at the village. It wasn’t a bus. It was a big green Army truck. They gathered all the young people. They took us down to the school.

When we came into the school I remember us all lining up. It was boys on one side and girls on the other side. I was scared. I didn’t know why I was going there. I didn’t know I was going to school. I remembered seeing my sisters on the other side in the line. I tried to go over to them but they told me I had to stay on one side and not to approach my sisters. I couldn’t figure out why that was happening.

I remember them putting us into the dorms and taking all of our things away, like our clothes and stuff that we went to school with, and giving us some other clothes to wear. Each of us was given a number. My number was 198. I still remember that. After they gave us a number they took us to the showers and we had to take a shower. They started cutting our hair and putting some powder in our hair. I guess it was delousing. That’s my first knowledge of going to school.

[Before I went] my life was happy. That’s all I can remember, it was happy. Nobody ever hit me before, not in my family or anything. We were always together, doing everything as one; hunting, fishing, everything was done on the land.

It was like going to a different world when I went into that school. My whole life and everything changed drastically because of the different teachings. One thing I learned down there was all this deep secrecy. That’s where I learned about that code of silence. You don’t say nothing, you don’t get hurt.

First I was physically abused. The second year when I was down there at the school, I started getting sexually abused … I was about 8 years old at that time. I remember after that I ran away from school so many times.”

Extracts from an interview with Roy Dick, Kaska, Upper Liard, Yukon, regarding his time at Lower Post Residential School.32
A totem pole to memorialize Canada's residential school system

This photograph shows a small section of the enormous Reconciliation Totem Pole carved out of an 800-year-old cedar tree by Jim Hart, his sons and other carvers from the Haida Nation.

This section shows a residential school imposed onto the indigenous peoples of Canada.

The school building is studded with copper nails which were hammered in to commemorate the thousands of children who died in these schools.

The pole tells the story of the trauma and the legacy of these schools.

Survivors, their family members, representatives of different Nations and local children all contributed to the making of the pole.

At 55 feet (17m) tall, the pole now stands on the campus of the University of British Colombia.
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Tribal & indigenous Factory Schooling today

One would hope that the huge efforts by indigenous peoples in Canada, America, Australia and New Zealand to expose and heal from the horrors of Factory Schools would have ensured that such schooling would never again be inflicted on children.

But around the world today, tribal schoolchildren are enduring physical, sexual and racist abuse. These children are suffering the deep psychological trauma that comes from being removed from their homes and families and taught to be ashamed of who they are. Thousands of young lives are being ruined, and lost.

This is most acute in India, Malaysia, Indonesia and Botswana, where children report experiences hauntingly similar to the testimonies of children in Canadian residential schools. The situation is especially problematic in these schools, where children are kept from their homes and families for up to 10 or 11 months of the year. But even if children return home each day, schooling can cause profound damage if it aims to “reprogram” tribal children to fit the cultural, economic or religious “mainstream.”

This is not a minor issue. In India alone there are over one million tribal children in residential schools.

We estimate, therefore, that approximately two million tribal and indigenous children today are in schools which alienate them from their cultural identity and undermine their languages and knowledge. The effects are felt by individual children and their families, and profoundly endanger the future of these tribal peoples.

Anonymous tribal activist India

How can we talk inclusive education if some students are in classes but not listening to the teacher because of the pains and traumatic experiences they are going through in those hostels? The extent of sexual abuse could be a contributory factor to the high dropout rates in these communities.

Eureka Mokibelo Botswana
Killing the child

Suicide statistics provide a stark expression of the misery that such schooling can inflict on tribal children. In Canada, suicide is the leading cause of death among Indigenous youth and in Australia, 75% of child suicides are by Aboriginal children.\(^{40}\)

Schooling alone does not explain all child suicides, but residential schooling – either of the victim or a member of their family – is a factor in many cases. In Canada, children whose parents attended residential school are more likely to make attempts on their lives.\(^{41}\) In Australia, indigenous people removed from their families as children are the highest risk group.\(^{42}\) Communities that commonly use their mother tongue have the lowest levels of suicide, whereas communities that have lost their own language have the highest suicide rates.\(^{43}\)

Thousands of residential *ashram* schools have been established across India to create “urban and employment-oriented aspirations” for the vast tribal population. These schools endanger children’s physical and mental health. A UNICEF study of two states in India reported squalid conditions “shockingly below the minimum standard of human dignity for any child.”\(^{44}\) Poor food and sanitation explain some of the high numbers of child deaths in *ashram* schools: 1,463 deaths were reported in the state of Maharashtra alone between 2001 and 2016.\(^{45}\)

Sexual abuse in residential schools and hostels has been reported across India, where the “immorality” of the girls is often blamed, rather than the perpetrators.\(^{46}\) Similarly, there are reports of Bushman children in Botswana being sexually abused in hostels and schools.\(^{47}\) Many Papuan children stay in hostels to attend schools in distant towns. Regular absenteeism by teachers and hostel wardens makes the children more vulnerable to abuse. Cases of rape are alarmingly frequent.\(^{48}\) 11 staff were arrested at one school in Maharashtra for sexual abuse.\(^{49}\)

In addition to this physical abuse, tribal children suffer racist bullying and verbal abuse – some are even taught that their people are “backward,” “primitive” and “doomed.” In Botswana and Uganda, for example, there are reports of high rates of verbal abuse by teachers, hostel and kitchen staff against Bushman and Batwa children.\(^{50}\) This leaves children deeply troubled, damaged and likely to drop out of school completely.

---

It's a genocidal situation, it feels like our youth are going up in smoke.\(^{39}\)

Jocelyn Thérèse French Guiana
Dividing the family

Residential schooling has a profoundly negative impact on tribal families. Often the schools are far from the home community, and it is prohibitively difficult for children to come home regularly or for parents to visit. Many schools prevent family visits and only allow children home once annually. The children must then bridge two totally different and disconnected worlds, while parents can feel totally alienated from the universe of the school.

As primary education is made internationally compulsory, parents face a bleak “choice.” They either send their children to the state-provided school, or break the law, facing whatever sanctions the state wishes to impose. Parents want the best for their children and wish for a valuable education for them, but are often made to pay an utterly unacceptable price: the loss of their culture in exchange for mediocre schooling.

A UNICEF analysis of schooling in Namibia found:

“[T]he dominant model of education provision in Namibia is based on providing learners with instruction in classrooms in fixed sites. This leaves some social groups such as the San [Bushman] with a difficult choice between maintaining their culture and lifestyle at the expense of their children’s education, or giving up their culture and lifestyle so that their children can attend school. Given that the Universal Declaration of Human Rights protects the right to both culture and education, this is not a choice that people should be required to make.”

A similar “choice” faces Baka parents in Cameroon. In January, many families travel for extended fishing trips. They must decide whether to leave their children behind for school, take them out of school completely, or give up this part of their lives altogether and struggle to make ends meet in the village. Throughout the year, schooling forces them to make choices that no parent should have to make.

Some parents make a pragmatic choice: Keep one child at home to learn the skills and knowledge of their people and send one to school, to be educated in the ways of the outside world. Needless to say, this has radical effects on the family, including future generations.
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1,463
official number of children who died in residential schools in Maharashtra, India between 2001-2016

40%
percentage of the world population who lack access to education in a language they speak or understand

2 million
estimated number of children in Factory Schools worldwide today

11
number of staff arrested from one school in Maharashtra on charges of sexually abusing girls
Destroying the tribe

In some areas, the schooling tribal children receive is teaching them to be ashamed of – and reject – their language and religion, and to aspire to a future outside of their tribe. This is destroying whole tribal communities. The Remote Area Development Programme in Botswana, for example, overtly aims to assimilate Bushman children into the “mainstream,” linguistically, economically and culturally. Its methods have been described as “internal colonialism” – a term that could equally apply to the approaches of many other countries.55

Language

UNESCO estimate that 40% of children do not have access to an education in a language that they understand.56 Many children are forbidden from speaking their mother tongue in class and are taught exclusively in the national or regional language. Many of these children are not even able to speak their own language at home, because their parents and grandparents were also forbidden from using their language themselves whilst growing up and they have lost fluency, or are scared to speak it having been punished for doing so as children.

Between 1975 and 2005, 20% of the world’s linguistic diversity was lost. The decline is steepest in the Americas. More than half the people in the world now speak only 16 languages and many languages are no longer being learnt by children – endangering their future.57 An indigenous language forms the vital foundation of a community: It holds the key to the wealth of knowledge a people has about their past, their land, their livelihoods and ways of understanding the world. When it is lost, the tribe’s future is imperilled.

Religion

Religious or missionary primary schools are often the only schools available to tribal children. Christian, Hindu and Islamic mission organizations are schooling tribal children with the aim of erasing their tribal beliefs and converting them and their families.

Since the 1960s, Catholic missionaries working in Cameroon have enforced schooling on to the Baka, with the apparent intention of changing the ways in which Baka hunter-gatherers live. To this end, they also encouraged communities to settle in permanent villages and take up farming.
In the 1950s, Guarani children from Brazil were taken to Salesian residential schools from the age of 8. They were forbidden from speaking their own language and the aim was to divorce the children from their indigenous beliefs. The last of these missionary schools closed in the 1980s. The Guarani-Kaiowa have one of the world’s highest youth suicide rates.\textsuperscript{59}

In India, over 100,000 tribal children are being taught in schools run by the Vanvasi Kalyan Ashram. The People’s Union for Civil Liberties concludes that this organization “targeted the tribal belts of the country to see that Adivasis lose their identity, culture and traditions of worshiping nature by asserting that they are Hindus.”\textsuperscript{60} Making the national curriculum more focused on Hinduism is a policy of the current national administration, and of many of the organizations providing tribal schooling in India.

In Indonesia, Papuan children have been taken to pesantren (Islamic residential schools) in distant Jakarta, often against their – or their parents’ – will. Indonesia’s Economic Affairs Minister Hatta Rajasa was quoted as saying the abduction of these children for religious education is “one of our ways to obtain a ticket to heaven.”\textsuperscript{61} Similarly, in Bangladesh, traffickers are taking Chittagong Hill Tribe children to Islamic missionary schools to convert them and their families.\textsuperscript{62}

Much of this missionizing is based on a racist disregard for the religions and worldviews that tribal children have. The impact on the whole tribe is profound and often irreversible.

**Aspirations**

Most schools aim to assimilate tribal children economically, by teaching them to desire “mainstream” jobs, western goods and individual wealth. The message that children receive from the curriculum, their books, and the attitudes of their teachers is that the only future is a “mainstream” one. Tribal values, livelihoods and collective ways of living are not incorporated into school life. This, combined with the poor quality of teaching that tribal children receive in most schools, means that the aspirations these schools instil are wildly unrealistic. This leaves children feeling like failures and lost between two worlds.
Going to school can prevent learning

Schools often stop children from acquiring their people’s knowledge, skills and language by taking them away – physically and metaphorically – from their tribe or by brainwashing them into thinking such knowledge is dirty, wrong, “backward” or doomed.

There are many studies that show a significant loss in local environmental knowledge among children who are educated in externally-run schools. For example, Evenki children from Siberia were taken to boarding schools from as young as two years old during much of the 20th century. By the time they returned home from these schools, they could not function in their communities because they had none of the necessary skills. This has had profound and lasting impacts on the Evenki as a people.64

The skills and knowledge needed to herd reindeer across the Arctic tundra cannot be learnt in residential schools. Without them, Evenki children cannot grow up to continue the livelihood of their forefathers but must find other ways to try to make a living in, or outside of, their challenging homelands.

Similarly, Bushman author Kuela Kiema tells the story of his cousin who nearly died in their homeland of the Kalahari desert, despite being in an area rich with wild foods. Kuela’s cousin had been denied the education by his people that would have taught him how to thrive on his land.65

The loss of knowledge, experience, language, songs, stories, pride and self-determination doesn’t just endanger the individual child, but the survival of the whole tribe, as a distinct people. What’s more, when their knowledge about how to care for and protect their land is lost, it’s dangerous for the environment and, by extension, us all.

The great irony is that in exchange for the loss of knowledge and learning, many schools for tribal children don’t even offer them a quality education in other respects.
Going to school often provides only low quality education

Schooling for tribal children worldwide is under resourced and substandard. Classrooms are often cheaply constructed and double-up as hostels for boarding students. Many teaching materials are poor in quality and quantity and have little, if any, relevance to tribal children’s lives. These resources alienate the children and fail to hold their interest as a result.

In Maharashtra, India, for example, residential schools run on a budget of $37 per child per month, which covers everything except teachers’ salaries. Unsurprisingly, the food is minimal and nutritionally poor, and the amenities are basic or dangerous.66

Pavel Sulyandiga, Udege Siberia

He didn’t learn a thing except a few Oriya letters in two years. This education has no use for us. I taught him ‘dongar’ [shifting cultivation], how to plant ginger and turmeric, to separate the edible roots from poisonous ones... My children can survive a drought year on wild roots, tubers and mushrooms. I know the forests will look after them after I am long gone.67

Lodu Sikaka, Dongria Kondh talking of his son, Dombu, who ran away from a government hostel aged seven India

Poor teaching

Many governments prescribe that teachers must be government trained and appointed. Tribal areas often get the least able and least motivated teachers because these areas are considered “punishment postings” for civil servants, due to their remoteness. In the tribal heartland of India, it is not unusual for teachers to attend work only a handful of days a month.69

Less than 1% of teachers in Australia are Aboriginal, and fewer Aboriginal people are joining the profession. Yet studies show that being taught by an indigenous teacher massively increases the motivation and achievements of indigenous children.70

Teachers who are brought in to communities from outside also often bring deep-rooted prejudices. This can also apply to indigenous teachers who have been taught to see their tribe through the lens of a “mainstream” education – and to feel superior. Matsigenka teachers employed to teach in Manu National Park, Peru, for example, have themselves attended Spanish-language missionary schools. They wield considerable power over the local communities through their connections, pay and language skills.

The most difficult situation is [Udege] who’ve lost identity and connection with the land. They’ve had education from boarding schools and are facing a life in settlements, in “so-called civilisation.” These people feel unwelcome everywhere, they’ve lost their hope for a better future.66

Pavel Sulyandiga, Udege Siberia
High “drop out” and “failure” rates

All the mainstream indices show that tribal children are struggling in these schools: They are less likely to be literate, have lower rates of graduation from all levels of schooling and must repeat more years of schooling than non-tribal children. The indices of success and failure are, like the rest of the schooling system, designed by non-tribal people with a “one-size-fits-all” model.

In Canada in 2004, only three Innu children – out of hundreds – finished secondary school in one community. This pattern is repeated in many North American communities, and beyond, and not because of lack of capability in the children.

Roughly 90% of pastoralist children drop out of primary school: They neither gain enough knowledge to equip them for a “different” future, nor enough practical experience or knowledge for the complexities of pastoralist life.

States bemoan the high “drop-out rates” of tribal and indigenous children from school and seek ways of increasing “retention.” Few studies really ask the children why they leave. As noted in the Coolangatta Statement on Indigenous Education, “dropout rates and failures’ of Indigenous peoples within non-Indigenous educational systems must be viewed for what they really are: rejection rates.”

Yoingu drop out in droves at the High School level returning home broken people... Yoingu students are being traumatised and left out in the social wilderness by this failed education process.71

Richard Trudgen, working with Yoingu communities in Arnhem Land Australia
Case study 3

Orang Asli children in Malaysia found dead after fleeing school in fear

Since 2003, school has been compulsory in Malaysia from the age of 6 to 12. For remote tribal communities this usually means sending their children to distant boarding schools or hostels where they learn a national curriculum in the national language.

The indigenous peoples of Malaysia, collectively known as the Orang Asli, are a diverse group of tribes, including the Temiar, Semai and Batek. In 2015 there was international outrage when a group of seven Temiar children ran away from their boarding school in Gua Masang. The children, aged 7 to 11 years old, ran away in fear after having witnessed teachers beating some children who were caught swimming in a nearby river.

Forty-seven days later, the two starving survivors were found close to the school. All but one of the bodies of the other children were then found: They had drowned or starved.

There was further anger when the authorities took two weeks to start a proper search for the children (they originally believed that their parents were wilfully hiding them), and at the poor judgement that led the authorities to send in heavily armed military teams to track the terrified children.

The official response, one year on, was to build a better fence at the school.

Others have called for these deaths to be “the awful catalyst that ends the Malaysian government’s shameful policy. It must stop removing Orang Asli children from their homes and communities to subject them to culture-eradicating education in captivity.”

You pluck young children - 7 year-olds, 8 year-olds - from the village, then put them in a school hostel for three months at a time without seeing their parents, give them a new education, give them a new culture, give them a new language and sometimes a new religion, and in one generation you have people who are no longer Orang Asli.

Colin Nicholas, Centre for Orang Asli Concerns Malaysia

Factory Schools
Case study 4
Bushman children suffer abuse at schools in Botswana

Bushman children in Botswana often attend schools far from the lands where their parents live. They stay in very basic hostels where there is usually a serious lack of pastoral care or security. There have been reports of violent maltreatment and cruelty, including sexual abuse. In one hostel for 7 to 14 year olds, researchers found no electric lighting, no mattresses on the beds and no overnight matron. They also heard reports that local men visited regularly to abuse girls, who were attacked if they refused. Corporal punishment is also widely practiced in these schools: One report detailed the use of canes, whips, electric cables and fists. A Bushman author described graphically how teachers inspected boys’ and girls’ genitals using rulers, and any “dirt” found was shown to the whole class to demonstrate how unclean Bushman children were.

Given the high incidence of abuse, it is unsurprising that a high proportion of Bushman children drop out of school, are forced to leave because of pregnancy, or are expelled for behavior deemed “unacceptable.” By then, considerable damage is already done: They have suffered tremendously, been made to feel like “failures,” and have lost so much as a result of being separated from their families, communities and land.
Our children now know too much, and at the same time too little. They know too much about unnecessary things, and they see a lot of bad things, even from those who are supposed to show them the way of good behavior... They are out there on their own, being taught other people's values and ways without their own people's guidance or involvement.  

James Tshabu Morris, Ncoakhoe Bushman Botswana

Extracts from *Tears from my Land*, by Kuela Kiema, Kua Bushman, Botswana.

We were slowly forced into accepting that we had “naturally” lower ethnic status. The teachers said the government wanted to make us human beings and that we should stop being Basarwa [Bushman]. They started teaching us “proper” human behaviors... Anything which went against Tswana [mainstream] tradition or custom was considered inhuman.

We were caught between two worlds. We loved our culture and customs, we loved our traditions and our history. We followed with humility our traditional religious rituals and believed in them. But our teachers did not.

We wanted to be educated within our cultural environment without having to disown our traditions. Slowly but surely, however, Tswana culture began to influence us. Our parents saw that the school was making us disobedient and disrespectful of our traditions.

We children began to feel torn between school culture and our family traditions. Many children, with the support of their parents, began to leave school.

As a result, our teachers claimed that Basarwa culture didn’t approve of formal education. The truth was that the education system didn’t approve of us!
Case study 5
Indonesia attempts to control Papuan tribespeople by indoctrinating children

Many observers have referred to Indonesia's colonization of West Papua and its horrific treatment of the indigenous peoples there as "genocidal." Despite the brutal repression, under which at least 100,000 people have been killed, there continues to be a strong resistance and independence movement by the Papuans, who have lived there for over 40,000 years.

Schooling has been one weapon through which the state has sought to control the Papuan peoples. Recently, there has been a trend of schooling Papuan children with an extreme interpretation of Islam. The explicit intention is for these children then to missionize their own communities. The link between schooling, religion and state control of the Papuans is clear. One religious leader, who claims to have converted over 2,000 Papuan children at his schools, said, "When [Papuans] convert to Islam, their desire to be independent reduces."

In one case, a Papuan boy was taken to Jakarta for residential schooling by an Islamic organization without the knowledge, let alone permission, of his parents. The boy died, but his family received no information about the circumstances of death, nor was the boy's body returned.

In one of these pesantren, or Islamic schools, Papuan children are reportedly kept locked inside, ill-fed and schooled for long hours in the Koran (with only slight coverage of other subjects). They are allowed home only once every three years and are made to work on a nearby construction site. Children who leave, run away or are expelled must find a way to survive on their own, as they are too far from home to be able to get back.

In common with historic residential schooling, children are taken against, or without, parental consent and their names are changed. An explicit aim of this type of schooling is to remold Papuan children as Muslim citizens of the Indonesian state.
Case study 6
Colonial schooling continues to endanger children and their tribes in French Guiana

French Guiana, an overseas department of France, has a suicide rate that is 13 times higher than mainland France. In the largely indigenous Upper Maroni area, 1 in 200 people commit suicide. Half of all suicides are by young people. A major causal factor is considered to be the education system imposed from France. 

France does not recognize the collective rights of any groups in its territories, does not allow teaching in any language other than French and effectively denies the Amerindian peoples of French Guiana any autonomy over the education of their children. All schools in France operate the same calendar, curriculum and philosophy; all teachers must have the same qualifications, whether they are teaching Wayapi children in Amazonia or children in the center of Paris.

In French Guiana, this colonial schooling is geared towards making Amerindians “citizens” of France. For the child, the experience of school can be deeply disturbing, as it is totally divorced from the reality of their home lives. They must communicate in French and learn in a manner that is poles apart from the way their tribe teaches its children.

Families in remote rainforest areas are compelled to send their children to school under French law from the ages of six to 16. For secondary school, they can either send them to stay with host families in towns, or to Catholic missionary schools. Both options deny the children the chance to learn with and from their communities and impose an alien worldview.

Many children return to their communities confused and lost between worlds. Their schooling, coupled with the influx of money from the French state, makes many desire luxury goods and “professional” jobs. But it does not often equip them with the means of achieving these aspirations. If they decide to return to their families, they have missed out on the opportunity to learn the skills needed to live on their land. They have often absorbed a message from their schooling that their ways of life are “primitive” and likely to die out. The total impact of this schooling is endangering the very survival of these tribes.
Prejudice
Prejudice in schooling policy & practice

Deep prejudice against tribal people pervades the education system in many countries. Tribal children experience direct racist abuse from other children, teachers, and other school staff. In addition, the entire school system is often built on prejudice against their people.

Three deep-seated and erroneous beliefs underlie the imposition of “reprogramming” schooling on tribal communities.

Firstly, there is a widespread belief that being unschooled means being uneducated. This belief fails to acknowledge that tribal peoples already have their own education systems.

Secondly, there is a belief that schooling is automatically a “good thing” and should be compulsory, at least at primary level.

Thirdly, there is a notion that education is synonymous with school, and that a “one-size-fits-all” model, with static classrooms and a national curriculum, is suitable for all children worldwide.

These beliefs will be examined in turn.
“Unschooled means uneducated”

Tribal children are often seen as “empty vessels” when they arrive at school, and are regarded as ignorant. The wealth of knowledge they have received via the education systems of their own people is ignored or unvalued.

On their land, tribal children learn constantly with their peers, family, and elders. This education equips them with the history, geography and economics of their people. It also provides them with the skills and knowledge needed to function in their tribe and be guardians of their lands. It gives them an abundance of stories and songs that enrich and give meaning to their lives.

“Mainstream” schooling does not value this education. It values only that which fits the curriculum and is measurable in prescribed, national tests. The knowledge tribal children have is therefore invisible, unvalued and may even be seen as a barrier to the learning of “facts” valued by the dominant society.

Some schools do attempt to provide a connection to the tribal society they serve, but this is often minimal or counterproductive if it is externally imposed or funded. For example, the Australian government cut back bilingual education for the Yolngu in 2000 in favour of a focus on English, leaving only a “cultural festival” for a single week per term.\footnote{97}

Our knowledge has not been written down by us – on the contrary: we dance it, we draw it, we narrate it, we sing it, we practise it.\footnote{96}

Ole Henrik Magga, Sami Norway
“School should be compulsory”

In 1990, the World Bank launched an international “Education for All” initiative. Governments worldwide committed to six goals, one of which was to:

“Ensure that by 2015 all children, particularly girls, those in difficult circumstances, and those belonging to ethnic minorities, have access to and complete, free, and compulsory primary education of good quality.”

Whilst the rationale for such policies may be noble, this goal is widely interpreted as meaning that families must be compelled to send their children to state or private schools, where they must be taught a national curriculum by officially trained teachers.

Countries around the world have embraced the idea of “Education for All,” but it has often impacted negatively on tribal peoples.

For example, in Bolivia, indigenous teachers without official qualifications are being replaced by outsiders, in the name of “improving standards.” Non-indigenous teachers lack the language skills needed to teach indigenous communities, and may have deep-rooted prejudices about the indigenous people they work with. They are often reluctant to stay in remote areas and therefore attend school irregularly.

Compulsory education potentially violates tribal people’s right to self-determination if children are being compelled to attend school by the state and, therefore, to learn a government-imposed curriculum. Self-determination is perhaps the most important of all the rights of tribal and indigenous peoples.

Autonomy in education is a key part of a people’s self-determination.

I have found that Education for All is a tool for intellectual and moral intimidation. It humiliates and silences the wisdom of the local communities... So their control over their lands and resources should be handed over to the intelligentsia of global managers to handle.

Manish Jain
India
“Schooling should follow a single model”

The World Bank’s “Education for All” initiative also promotes a “one size fits all” approach to schooling. It doesn’t look past the uniform model of a school building, a teacher, and classes divided into age groups, with a national curriculum, calendar and system of assessment. All children are expected to conform, and all schools are expected to fit this prescribed model. The system is geared to producing workers with the skills needed for “the market.” It is, therefore, profoundly dangerous to tribal peoples as non-state societies.

The imposition of this model globally means that we have come to think that education equals school. But there are a multitude of ways of learning, and all risk being erased in the name of “Education for All.”

The mainstream model is particularly damaging for the children of nomadic, semi-nomadic and pastoralist peoples, who need to move with their families and must learn intricate knowledge of their lands and animals to survive.

By definition, tribal people’s ways of life are self-sufficient, land-focused and based on a deep foundation of knowledge, built up over generations and specific to the people’s territory. Tribal societies are also extraordinarily diverse. Their education needs to reflect this specificity and diversity and cannot conform to a single, national model. If it is geared towards market-based skills and employment, schooling is effectively teaching tribal children not to aspire to a self-sufficient future on their land.

The ones who go away to school don’t know how to do anything here. They don’t know how to take the animals up to graze, how to care for the crops. They can’t do anything.

Mother in Ladakh, India
Control
Schooling as a means of control

Both historically and today, schooling has been used as a means of gaining control over tribal peoples, their land and resources. By definition, tribal people are largely self-sufficient, autonomous and independent of the dominant state and economy. Their self-determination can be perceived as threatening to states which seek total control of their citizens and lands. Their deep collective attachment to their lands makes it harder for states and companies to get hold of the resources within and beneath those territories.

Schooling is often used to draw tribal and indigenous peoples under state control and sever their connection to their land. The outputs are then “productive,” tax-paying “citizens”; and land which can be mined of its resources for the “greater public good.”

To achieve this aim, states need to persuade the upcoming generation that there is no future for them as tribal people and that their ways of life and beliefs are “primitive,” and then teach them to aspire to a “modern” life in the mainstream economy. This is what happens in the majority of schools for tribal children.

In many areas there is an unholy alliance between schooling, the state and the extractive industries which covet tribal lands. Governments make agreements with the very companies that are displacing tribal peoples from their lands, to be “partners” in their education.

In Indonesia, Bangladesh and India there are overt or subtle connections between schools and religious extremist groups. These schools aim to bring children completely out of their tribal culture and under the control of religion and the state.

Children are then encouraged to return to their tribe and preach the new gospel, whether that be the gospel of market economics, citizenship or a specific religion.

This kind of schooling is a tool for destroying tribal self-determination, autonomy and self-sufficiency and is therefore deeply dangerous.

We are not educated but we have the knowledge needed to live wholesome lives and we are not fools. But if we get educated, we will also become like others and live merely obeying orders and in the process may lose our bond with the land and the mountain.101

Lodu Sikaka, Dongria Kondh India
Control over land and resources

Tribal peoples depend on their land for their largely self-sufficient livelihoods, and have done so for generations. Their land is at the root of their religion, economy, history and future as tribal peoples. The connection between a tribe and their land is fundamental and vigorously defended. Industrial companies the world over can attest to the extent to which many tribes will go to resist efforts to remove them from their lands.

But if that connection is broken – often deliberately – by schooling, it becomes easier for future generations to be convinced to give up their land and resources.

It is therefore unsurprising that there are many partnerships between schools and extractive industries in areas where tribal lands are rich in resources. Logging companies in Congo proudly boast of the schools they have built for local communities, while the tribal peoples face their forests disappearing around them. In Botswana, De Beers – the diamond mining company – is supporting a residential primary school for Bushman children, whose ancestral lands in the Central Kalahari Game Reserve are rich in diamond deposits.\textsuperscript{103}

The Dongria Kondh tribe in India has become a symbol of tribal peoples’ struggle worldwide to protect their lands. A mining company, Vedanta Resources, attempted to mine for bauxite in the tribe’s Niyamgiri Hills, but was stopped by the strength of the Dongria’s resistance. Their eloquent and passionate determination to protect their lands inspired people worldwide.

The inability of Vedanta to access the bauxite in the Hills caused the company to lose over $100 million in three years.\textsuperscript{104} It then announced it would spend $37,000 a year to send 100 Dongria children to the giant KISS school [see case study 9].\textsuperscript{105} Is this “Corporate Social Responsibility” or was Vedanta hoping to invest in schooling to change the children’s relationship with their land and attitudes towards mining?

It is not only the extractive industries that wish to control tribal peoples’ lands. The conservation industry is also responsible for evicting millions of tribal people, and also uses schooling as a tool to achieve this. Some Matsigenka children from within Peru’s Manu National Park, for example, attend a boarding school outside the Park which was established with funding from the...
Frankfurt Zoological Society. A clear aim of this school is to encourage children, and their families, to leave the park, under a misguided notion that external conservationists would manage the park better than the Matsigenka. Yet the tribe has lived there for countless generations, with an intricate knowledge of their homelands that no outsider could match – no matter how good their intentions.

The children board for nine months during one stretch, and therefore lose the chance to live and learn on their land. The schooling project endangers the tribe’s guardianship of this precious forest, at great cost to both them and the biodiversity of the area.

Once outsiders get their hands on a tribe’s land, a vicious circle is then established: Without access to their land, elders cannot teach their children the skills and knowledge they need to live well on that land. The future of the tribe as an entity is severely jeopardized as a result.
Control over people

Governments also use schooling to control people as citizens. Strongly independent, autonomous or separatist communities are often seen as a threat to the integrity of a nation, and may therefore be particular targets for government programs that aim to educate children into the mainstream. For example, the Indonesian government aims to “pacify” Papuans through schooling projects; the Bangladesh government seeks to assimilate the Chittagong Hill tribes through enforced schooling; and Mexican political parties have tried to suppress Zapatista autonomous education.

Schooling, as a tool to bring tribes into the tax-paying, voting mainstream, has been pushed with a zeal akin to missionizing. In the 1880s, Merrill Gates explained the U.S.’s approach to dealing with “the Indian problem” thus:

“We need to awaken in [the Indian] wants. In his dull savagery he must be touched by the wings of the divine angel of discontent. Then he begins to look forward, to reach out. The desire for property of his own may become an intense educating force […] We are going to conquer the Indians by a standing army of school-teachers, armed with ideas, winning victories by industrial training, and by the gospel of love and the gospel of work.”

This philosophy, which continues today, aims to make children productive, employable, and hungry for consumer goods through re-education. Such schooling explicitly teaches children they should be wage-earning, tax-paying workers. This implies that they should reject a self-sufficient, communal life on their land. It takes from them the dream of a future in their tribe and replaces it with often unrealistic dreams of jobs in urban centers or foreign countries.

Public-private partnership deals between governments and industries have developed from this mindset. In Malaysian Borneo, for example, the Sarawak government’s education department has partnered with a dam company which has displaced over one thousand Penan from their homes. The aim is to fundamentally change the young generation into “modern” people – erroneously, and racistly, assuming that the Penan are less “modern” than the dominant population.

Traditionally, the Penans are hunters and gatherers. We have to move them to the 21st century. And because of that, we have asked Sarawak Energy to provide a fund so that we can transform them from being hunters and gatherers into what we are today.

James Masing, Deputy Chief Minister of Sarawak, 2016 Malaysia
Case study 7

Indian steel company “adopts” children to improve its image

Bokaro Steel company, has felt the need to improve its image since it took over 12,000 hectares of land in Jharkhand state – displacing and impacting tens of thousands of people.\(^\text{112}\)

As a PR gesture, the company “adopted” 14 boys from the Birhor tribe in 2012, laying bare the link between the interests of industry and the Indian government’s interest in schooling tribal children.

The company claims: “In a uniquely sensitive gesture of social care, Bokaro Steel has adopted children belonging to the primitive Birhor tribe. These children live under the love and care of Bokaro Steel, getting free board, lodging, dresses and education.”\(^\text{113}\)

An enthusiastic Times of India article on the adoption reported that the children were turned from “junior tarzans,” “shabbily dressed” with “long unkempt hair” into smart young men in “jeans, shirts, shoes and with nicely cropped hair.” These children, aged six to nine, were returning home to their families for a summer break after not seeing them all year. The article notes, “The villagers were stunned to see their transformation. In fact, some of them couldn’t even recognize these children.”

Caretaker of the Birhor hostel, Bahadur Singh, is quoted as saying:

“For the first two months, we had a tough time trying to discipline these kids. They would indulge in mischievous acts like coming out naked after a bath, hiding themselves underneath the beds and inside cupboards... It took a while but they slowly started understanding the ways of the civilized world and started behaving decently. When they had come, it was very difficult to communicate with them. They would speak typical Birhor language, which was hardly understood by anyone of us.”\(^\text{114}\)

Earlier, in 2001, the company had “adopted” 15 Birhor boys. At least 5 dropped out of school. Interviews with the boys who stayed at school showed that they felt disconnected from their families and couldn’t return to their former lives.\(^\text{115}\)
Case study 8

India’s Kalinga Institute of Social Studies aims to turn 25,000 “liabilities” into “assets”

The world’s largest residential school, the Kalinga Institute of Social Sciences (KISS), houses over 25,000 Adivasi children from over 60 different tribes in India’s eastern state of Odisha.

The children, even in kindergarten, spend 10 months of the year away from their families. They are taught to aspire to join the “mainstream,” linguistically, culturally, economically. India’s human development minister congratulated KISS for “transforming the children to become worthy citizens of the mother land.”

A stated mission of the school is “to transform ‘liability’ into ‘permanent asset’ and ‘tax consumers’ into ‘tax payers’” by molding the children to fit the jobs market. Its promotional materials claim the school gives a “KISS of life for the children of lesser god” to help each one become “a complete human being.” Another advert claims:

“Life for them [tribal people] had been of not much meaning. They lead mostly a listless life... KISS... is indeed transforming tribal mindset and triggering their joining the mainstream society... for seamless coexistence.”

KISS is big business: Founder Achyuta Samanta is Odisha’s sixth richest person and aims to reach two million children in a decade via the construction of many similar schools.

The school has consultative status with the UN’s Economic and Social Council, showing that such a model still finds favor among global education policymakers.

In 2017 a report by the state Child Welfare Committee found that the school had not been inspected once for child welfare – despite the numbers of children there, that dormitories were unhygienic, overcrowded and under-supervised, and that the children were undernourished and anaemic.

Beyond these immediate problems, the deeper effects of divorcing so many tribal children from family, community and tribe will inevitably be profound and generational.
Resistance, self-determination and indigenous education
Towards the future

Globally, many indigenous and tribal people have striven to resist outsiders taking control of the education of their children. The Yanomami and the Enawene Nawe of Brazil, for example, have maintained their autonomy over education and have developed programs on their lands, in their languages, on their terms.

Others have reclaimed control of education, working to alleviate the damage wrought by separating young people from their lands, elders and identities and indigenous skills and knowledge.

The Yekuana of Brazil established their Aramare school to teach children how to be Yekuana, by re-establishing the importance of elders and bringing in and sharing new skills. In the Alto Rio Negro area of Brazil, indigenous communities have been reclaiming their schools from the Salesian missionaries and developing an education system based on their language, according to their needs. Some lessons are taught whilst hunting, fishing or gathering, with these activities becoming the basis for teaching a range of other subjects.

For many communities, a priority has been to train up their own teachers, so that they can autonomously teach their own children. The Ticuna, for example, now have trained teachers and their schools have Ticuna language and culture at their core.

Several NGOs have helped tribes develop their own education programs. For example, DEED, an NGO in southern India, has spent years developing education projects focused on developing tribal children’s pride in themselves and their forest skills and knowledge. Many tribes need and want skills they cannot provide from within their communities, including math, microbiology, mapping techniques and legal training to protect their lands, lives and rights from multiple threats. External agencies must ensure that the community controls how this new information is brought in and disseminated.

For pastoralists and other mobile tribal peoples, there are plenty of innovative approaches to schooling, from radio-based learning in Somalia and Colombia to eLearning packages worldwide. Technological solutions are not magic bullets; the technology must be fully in the control of, understood by and tailored directly to the needs of the community.
Reclaiming indigenous languages in education

Worldwide, indigenous peoples have fought hard for their rights to autonomy, self-determination and the freedom to educate their children as they wish [see Annex 1]. Successful resistance to inappropriate and imposed schooling often starts with a simple demand – the respect for children's right to be taught in their mother tongue.

Linguistic rights and language provision

Indigenous children are legally entitled to an education which is: rooted in their language, history and culture; appropriate to their specific needs; and under the control of their people. There are clear legal guidelines for governments, which indicate the kind of education they should be providing for tribal children in complete collaboration with their communities [see Annex 1].

Some governments are more respectful of these rights than others. In Namibia, for example, the Nyae Nyae Village Schools teach Bushman children in Ju’hoansi for the first three years. But across the border in Botswana, the government is categorically opposed to Bushman children learning in their own language. In fact, across much of Africa it is still forbidden to speak tribal languages in school.

Some government schemes, especially those that are externally imposed, sound better on paper than they perform in practice. For example, the ORA schools for the Bayaka in Congo should teach in the children's first language, but this rarely happens. Many government-sponsored mother tongue language programmes stop after the early years and are only used to improve tribal children's adoption of the dominant language.

Our language, our future

Language resurgence is occurring in tribal and indigenous communities in the U.S. (especially Hawai'i), Canada, India, Norway, Papua New Guinea and beyond. In New Zealand in the 1980s, fewer than 5% of Māori school children spoke te reo Māori. To save their language and culture, Māori communities established preschools and Māori immersion schools. The second biggest tertiary education college in New Zealand is now a Māori institution, and there are strong signs of a resurgence in use, understanding and respect for te reo Māori.
In Mexico, laws were passed in 2003 to include indigenous languages and cultures in the curriculum and these directives were incorporated into the Constitution in 2014. Indigenous children are able to access a bilingual education throughout primary school, but secondary and further education is not available in indigenous languages.

In Nunavut, the newly independent Canadian territory passed a radical education act in 2008. This act decreed that all schools would offer bilingual education – with one Inuit language – and that Inuit culture and knowledge systems would be fully incorporated into the education system, complete with input from elders and the community. Teaching is in Inuktitut until grade 3 and then English from grade 4, with Inuktut as just a “subject” thereafter.

Generations of Factory Schooling have taken their toll as many parents and grandparents were schooled in English rather than Inuit languages. This makes it hard to find enough fluent speakers to revive mother tongue learning. There is also a serious lack of resources in Inuktitut.

A similar problem could have been faced in Papua New Guinea, but was avoided when the government bowed to indigenous pressure: In 2000, it announced that early-years teaching would be provided in 380 indigenous languages. The difficulty they would have had in finding sufficient government-trained, bilingual teachers was overcome by allowing communities to choose a local person to teach in their mother tongue.

All these examples show how passionate many tribal and indigenous communities are to reclaim their education and rekindle their languages. It is vital that their right to do so is upheld and that all governments allow greater educational and linguistic freedoms to indigenous and tribal peoples.
Education and self-determination

Compulsory government-delivered schooling, using a national curriculum, fundamentally undermines self-determination – after all, what can be more foundational to a community than what it teaches its children, and how?

Tribal and indigenous people have the right to self-determination which is denied if they lack the freedom to control the education of their children. For many communities, reclaiming control of their children’s education is central to their fight to exist as a people. It is about reconnecting generations; connecting individuals to their land and history; and entails propagating the knowledge and skills that allow them to live as they choose.

Indigenous people in America, Australia, Brazil, Canada and beyond are influencing educational policy and practice in their countries – not just for the indigenous communities, but for the whole country, so that all children learn about their histories, philosophies, knowledge and languages.

For tribal peoples to be able to teach their children on their land and on their terms, however, their land rights must be recognized and upheld. It is difficult, if not impossible, for a tribal community to pass on their knowledge and skills if they have been divorced from the lands that sustain and underpin them, or if their ways of life have been criminalized. Land rights, therefore, must be considered fundamental to the realization of all their other rights, including their educational rights.

For us, to build a school was not to construct a building. Regular schools forget that there are learning spaces beyond stifling classrooms. We want to make use of all such spaces. For tribals, this means making their hudloos (houses), their haadi (villages) and their forest a place of learning for children; and their parents to be treated as reservoir of knowledge and not as ignorant illiterates.\textsuperscript{137}

Dr S Sreekant, DEED India
A call to action
Education that respects indigenous & tribal peoples’ rights

Ending one-size-fits-all schooling must be a priority. If not, there is a real risk it will bring about the end of tribal peoples altogether.

Education is the root of society and if humankind values diversity in identity, lifestyle, belief, language, culture and knowledge then schooling must promote it.

For tribal and indigenous children to have schooling that educates, empowers and embeds them in their cultures, it needs to:

• Be under indigenous control, including the curriculum, timetable and calendar;
• Contribute to, rather than undermine, their self-determination;
• Use and nurture their own language;
• Be local to the community and enhance children’s connection to their land;
• Help them understand their rights so they can better defend their lands and determine their own futures.

Factory Schooling must end.

Survival International is campaigning to end Factory Schooling so indigenous children get the education and future they deserve.

Please join our campaign: survivalinternational.org/FactorySchools

Schooling should give a feeling of love, care, nurturing and joy to the indigenous child. I would wish that all of us should have an education system that promotes, protects and enhances humanity and mother earth. As a child feels confidence in her mother’s lap, so an indigenous child should feel confident in their identity and where they are. 138

Nicholas Barla, Oraon Adivasi India
The Yanomami people live in the Amazon forest straddling Brazil and Venezuela. For years, the tribe has suffered devastating impacts from the illegal invasion of their land, including from 40,000 gold-miners. One in five Yanomami died from violent conflict and diseases brought by the miners in the 1980s.

Today there are over 36,000 Yanomami. Many want to learn external skills and languages to help them to defend their lives, lands and future. Their language has not, historically, been written. Their knowledge was passed down from elders in stories, songs, myths and ceremonies. In the 1990s Davi Kopenawa, a Yanomami shaman and leader, approached the NGO CCPY (Pro Yanomami Commission) for help developing an education program on their land and on their terms.

Since then, the project has established schools across the Yanomami’s territory and has focused on training Yanomami teachers. Crucially, Yanomami is taught as the primary and principal language, with the addition of Portuguese. Yanomami culture and shamanism are central to the project: Their knowledge of plants, their understanding of the cosmos and their songs and stories are the foundation of the school.

“School” in this context does not mean a separate building, with desks and a strict timetable. Learning occurs in the communal houses, or yanos, with both adults and children, and takes place according to a flexible calendar that fits around other community activities.

The project is founded on a deep respect for the communities’ shamans and their knowledge. The teachers are paid by the state government and the children are supposed to take state exams, but the reality is that the schooling is largely controlled and shaped by the communities.

There are still significant threats to the Yanomami’s rights, but this education program has helped many Yanomami to address their needs themselves. The program has helped the tribe come together in the interest of the greater community.
Case study 10
Canada’s Innu youth heal their wounds while learning on their land

The Innu, a mobile hunting people indigenous to Canada’s Labrador peninsular, were made to settle in the 1960s. Their children were forcibly taken to residential schools and their hunting and trapping lifestyle was severely curtailed by mining, dams, military activities and government controls. The adults lost their autonomy and the ability to continue to live on, and tend, their lands. The children, their families and whole communities suffered the devastating effects of residential schooling. The Innu spiralled into despair, which manifested in high levels of substance abuse, domestic abuse and suicide.

In the 1990s a group of Innu came together to find ways to turn the situation around. They identified lack of self-esteem and powerlessness as central problems and established the Tshikapisk Foundation. The foundation seeks to re-establish self-reliance – rather than dependence on the state – and to reconnect people to their lands.

They started with young adults, rather than children:

“[The program] set out unabashedly to equip young Innu adults with knowledge of Innu history, hunting culture and nutshimiu [land] skills and learning, subjects which were, and still remain, entirely absent from the Newfoundland and Quebec curriculums taught in the schools.”

The objective of the program is for young adults to be taught the skills and knowledge that they were denied through state schooling, and to then equip them to teach children in and out of school. To break the cycle of dependence on the state, the foundation also provides fee-paying tourists with Innu hunting experiences.

Young Innu often start the program as “failures” of the school system, with addiction problems and hopelessness. Out on the land, they learn about their history and gain practical skills that they can excel at, returning mentally and physically stronger.
Case study 11
For the Enawene Nawe of Brazil, schooling involves the whole community - on their terms

The dominant, western model of schooling is so pervasive that it can be hard to conceive of different approaches that may be more suitable for different communities. Among the Enawene Nawe of Brazil for example, with the help of Brazilian NGO OPAN (Operation Native Amazon), the community has set up evening learning sessions for anyone who wants to take part. The focus is on teaching adults, in acknowledgement of the fact that the children already have a lot to learn from their elders and each other.

At the request of the community, outsiders helped establish literacy in 1994, first in the Enawene’s own language, and then in Portuguese. Mathematics was taught through the example of buying goods with money, a need which is increasingly arising among the Enawene Nawe. The decisions over what was taught, and how, were made by the community, with topics varying from national economics to legal protections for their rights. An important topic was health, with members of the community being taught the use of western medicines in conjunction with, and not instead of, the knowledge of their shamans.

The whole ethos of this approach is radically different to most other schooling projects which aim to “help” tribal peoples: It focuses on adults, not children; it seeks only to be an addition to the learning already occurring in the community; and the curriculum, teaching methods, location, time and pace of learning is all dictated by the community.

This begs many questions: Why should children be separated from their elders for education, when they could be learning with and from them? Why should national curricula be imposed upon people who are, by definition, distinct from the mainstream? What is the real agenda of compulsory schooling?
Case study 12
In the Zapatista schools of Mexico, “A” is for “autonomy”

From the 1920s, education policy in Mexico had been aimed at bringing indigenous communities into the dominant, Spanish-speaking society. Boarding schools, Spanish-language education and cultural missions were all geared to this end. Pressure from indigenous peoples led to the adoption of bilingual education in the 1970s, but there was no change in the overall direction of the government’s mission. The education in these schools often continued to be Spanish-dominated and delivered by teachers with little (or negative) interest in indigenous cultures.

In the 1990s, the Zapatista movement mobilized around a call for a “world in which many worlds fit,” combined with an education system based on self-determination and autonomy that respects, enlivens and serves indigenous cultures.

In the Zapatista autonomous schools, teachers are from, and fully embedded in, the communities they serve, and are elected – not appointed. They are not paid, but are materially supported by the community. They teach the history, rituals and knowledge of their people in their mother tongue.

Unlike most schooling provision, the Zapatista schools’ timetable and calendar is designed to fit with the agricultural system. Younger students have school only three days a week, so they are with their families and able to learn the practical skills of farming. Older students are at school for 15 days and at home for 15 days, working the land.

This radical approach is strongly geared towards protecting the indigenous culture: Communities are equipped with the skills and knowledge they need to continue living independently on their land and defending their rights. But they face serious threats from those opposed to the Zapatista movement, and some families have received harassment and violence for asserting their right to educate their children as they choose.
In contrast to the terrible suffering of many Orang Rimba and Papuan children in state education, some tribal children in Indonesia are now receiving education on their terms and on their land. WARSI and Sokola Rimba – the jungle school – are two such organizations offering this type of education. Sokola Rimba starts by asking what the children and their community need, and then aims to fill those gaps.

Much of the work is done by volunteers who slowly build up trust with the communities by staying with and learning from them. In this way, the volunteers gain a greater insight into what the additional educational requirements of the community are. This is radically different from most projects which assume they know what schooling tribal children entails. Learning is seen as a two way flow: from the community to the volunteers, and back again.

One main subject taught is “life skills,” which is tailored according to each community’s needs. For example, where illegal logging is a major problem, legal skills are a major priority. At the heart of the Sokola Rimba approach is building children’s pride in themselves and in their tribal identity.

The children are taught by the Sokola Rimba teachers only when they are receptive and free from other activities. Family time and learning within the community come first. The volunteer teachers adapt to the children, the community and the season to deliver the skills the children need.

The children are then able to read contracts from logging companies, for example, or to help parents in their financial dealings with outsiders. The volunteers train up members of the community as teachers, so that the learning spreads from within the community rather than being imposed from outside – or necessitating the removal of the children.¹⁵⁹

The organization has developed different approaches for the diverse tribes of Indonesia – from West Papua to Sumatra.
Case study 14

The Yiriman Project, Western Australia, “builds stories” in Aboriginal youth to root them to their land

In 2000, a group of older Jarlmadangah Burru Aboriginal members of four language groups in Western Australia thought of a way to help the spiraling crisis of suicide, drug abuse and self-harm engulfing their young people. They established a project to reconnect the generations, reconnect youth to their land and revitalize a sense of pride in their community. Through the project, known as Yiriman, 12-30 year olds are taken out to their Country where they can regain an awareness of their culture, history, and relationship to their land. They are also taught practical skills to these ends.

The project then supports those individuals over the long term, helping them to break away from their problems and to become mentors and role models. It aims to “build stories in young people” which ground them to their land.

Everything is different for the youths who go on Yiriman trips. They have to hunt, gather and cook their own food, which is far healthier than the processed, cheap food many rely on. They also cannot access alcohol or drugs, which creates space for them to reconnect with their languages and experience a profound sense of belonging. Young people can ask to go on Yiriman trips or can be referred by doctors, teachers or the courts, which is a testament to the recognition the project is gaining in both health and judicial circles.

Yiriman also teaches bush medicine, trains young people up as rangers to care for the land, and helps people set up sustainable, land-based businesses.

When you on Country, you walk with a spring in your step, you walk with your head high, you not afraid of anything. In order to find yourself you have to get lost. So best place to get lost is Country.

William Watson, Nyikina Aboriginal Australian Australia
Case study 15
In New Mexico a school is educating indigenous children holistically

The Keres Children’s Learning Center in the Pueblo de Cochiti in New Mexico has a radically different approach to schooling.

Children at the center are nurtured in the heart of their community, are taught in their language and are supported to find their own gift that they have to share with the world.

Parents and other members of the community are fully involved in the school and the wider language and cultural revival that it is a central part of.

The spiritual development of each child and their deep grasp of traditions of grace and courtesy are valued alongside their academic and emotional development.

The school’s founders had taught in the mainstream schooling system which, they felt, perpetuated the cycle of assimilation. They therefore began the process of working with the community to establish the center to nurture the “whole Pueblo child” and strengthen their whole community.

The Keres Center provides children with a deep immersion in their language and culture, a pride in their identity and therefore a strong platform to launch from. Once the children reach six years old they move into the dual language elementary classroom, which is still embedded in their community and culture.

“Young language dictates a way of having relationships with one another. There is nothing in the English dictionary that can hold as much weight as this one word in Keres. Keres is really a language of love. Love, a genuine wish for the well-being of others.” – Tracy Cordero, one of the founders of the center.
Case study 16
A tribal school unites traditional and external knowledges in India

Across India, there are several schools which work with tribal families to unite the learning of indigenous and non-indigenous knowledge. These schools aim to build pride among Adivasi (tribal) children for their culture, traditions and language. One such school is Vidyodaya in the Nilgiri Hills of Tamil Nadu.

Adivasi children in the area typically had a low level of school attendance and a high drop-out rate due to fear and alienation in the mainstream schools and a lack of teaching in their mother tongue.

At Vidyodaya, there is not a separation between their home culture and the school: Children are encouraged to speak their own language, and teachers speak or learn the local languages. The school is run by Adivasis with strong involvement of local elders and teachers from the local communities.

Children are both prepared for mainstream exams and further schooling, and are immersed in the songs, dances, knowledge and values of their tribes.

Children learn at their own pace in mixed age groups and across a wide range of subjects and practical skills.

Although the school is only small (with less than 100 pupils) it reaches out to the area’s 200,000 Adivasi population. Staff encourage families to send their children to local schools and help them access the resources they need. Children who attend other local schools can use Vidyodaya’s facilities, such as the library and the cultural center and attend camps, and the school trains teachers and produces materials in local languages.

What use is your education to us? It will only take away our children. Your schools talk about changing the environment for the better, but is this not the best? We want to preserve it just as it was given to us by our ancestors. Who will be here to protect the trees, the streams, fish, the elephant and deer when we are gone?

Paniya tribal elder. His words, spoken 25 years ago, were the inspiration behind the development of Vidyodaya school India.
Indigenous peoples have the right to establish and control their educational systems and institutions providing education in their own languages, in a manner appropriate to their cultural methods of teaching and learning.

Article 15, UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples

Tribal and indigenous children’s rights to an appropriate education, in their own language and on their own terms, are clearly enshrined in international treaties.

Under the Geneva Convention, genocide includes the “deliberate separation of families.” This was explained by one of the delegates in 1948 thus:

“The forced transfer of children to a group where they would be given an education different from that of their own group, and would have new customs, a new religion and probably a new language, was in practice tantamount to the destruction of their group, whose future depended on that generation of children... If the intent of the transfer were the destruction of the group, a crime of genocide would undoubtedly have been committed.”

Some of the schooling discussed in this report clearly fits this description.

In 2014, the General Assembly of the UN adopted a resolution on Indigenous Peoples, including the following commitments:

“We commit ourselves to ensuring equal access to high-quality education that recognizes the diversity of the cultures of indigenous peoples... We intend to empower indigenous peoples to deliver such programs as far as possible.

We commit ourselves to promoting the right of every indigenous child, in community with members of his or her group, to enjoy his or her own culture, to profess and practise his or her own religion or to use his or her own language.”

The preamble of the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples recognizes “in particular the right of indigenous families and communities to retain shared responsibility for the upbringing, training, education and well-being of their children, consistent with the rights of the child.” Article 15 (see right) explicitly recognizes the right of indigenous communities to control the education of their children.

The Convention on the Rights of the Child declares that states must ensure education is “directed to... the development of
The content and objective of education to indigenous peoples in some instances contributes to the assimilation of indigenous peoples into mainstream society and the eradication of their cultures, languages and ways of life.

Expert Mechanism on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples

respect for the child’s parents, his or her own cultural identity, language and values…” Article 9 states that children should not be separated from their parents unless it is in the best interest of the child. Article 30 of this convention further states that indigenous children “shall not be denied the right, in community with other members of his or her group, to enjoy his or her own culture, to profess and practise his or her own religion, or to use his or her own language.”

This right is further enshrined in the Civil and Political Rights Covenant, Article 18, under which states must undertake to “have respect for the liberty of parents and, when applicable, legal guardians to ensure the religious and moral education of their children in conformity with their own convictions.”

The ILO Convention 169 on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples makes three important commitments on education: firstly, that the communities should be in control of the education of their children; secondly, that children must be taught to read and write in their own language; and thirdly, that their own knowledge should be central to their education.

In several countries, education in the mother tongue is a constitutional right. India’s Constitution, for example, states:

“It shall be the endeavor of every State and of every local authority within the State to provide adequate facilities for instruction in the mother-tongue at the primary stage of education to children belonging to linguistic minority groups.

Any section of the citizens residing in the territory of India or any part thereof having a distinct language, script or culture of its own shall have the right to conserve the same.

All minorities, whether based on religion or language, shall have the right to establish and administer educational institutions of their choice.”

But sadly, these rights are largely ignored across India.

In Brazil, the right of indigenous children to learn in their first language and with their “own learning methods” is enshrined in the constitution.

The implementation of these national and international legal protections is generally weak – hence the need for this campaign.
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